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As an indispensable part of traditional Chinese culture and a most brilliant 
element in Chinese arts, Chinese calligraphy has been enjoying great popularity 
among literati since ancient times. Recently, as China opens its door to the outside 
world, interaction between the East and the West is more frequent and the spread of 
Chinese culture is also overwhelming. With a long history and rich cultural 
connotation of oriental features, Chinese calligraphy is widely known and appreciated 
among foreigners. The enthusiasm for learning calligraphy is unprecedented. Despite 
this, however, translation of calligraphy terms poses a big obstacle. It is partly due to 
the fact that calligraphy terms are always specialized and systematic and translators 
lack cultural cultivation. Naturally, problems are prevalent since long in calligraphy 
term translation. Terms are not translated systematically according to certain standards 
and worse still, mistranslations are common.   
In the modern era, however, calligraphy term translation has drawn attention 
from both calligraphy and translation circles. Based on our interpretation of 
calligraphy, we initiate the thesis by basic knowledge of terminology and Chinese 
calligraphy terms, particularly their cultural connotation. With respect to the 
intercultural translation theories, the translation strategies of domestication and 
foreignization and the concept of Chinese English, the thesis discusses the difficulties 
and problems frequently encountered in calligraphy translation under the context of 
intercultural communication. We propose with innovation the regular principles, 
procedure and methods for calligraphy term translation. We also give our own version 
of translation for classified terms.  
The significance of the thesis lies firstly in the detailed and targeted translation 
methods for the specific text of Chinese calligraphy terms; and secondly the summary 
of the regular ways of translating for classified calligraphy terms and the translation 

















term translation are rare. Under such conditions, the translation methods brought 
forward by this thesis may have an inducing effect, and the translations proposed in 
this thesis may also serve as a reference for future calligraphy term translation and its 
standardization.  
In addition, the similarities between calligraphy and other forms of traditional 
Chinese art forms make possible the utilization of these methods for translation in 
other careers.  
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